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“The explosion of data going on at every level across every, individual application and device 

imaginable. According to Gartner, the volume of information is increasing worldwide with a 

minimum rate of 59% per year with 15% of that of the structured data records and the rest 

consists of data types to new complex. And while the data is projected to grow 44 times over 

the next decade the number of professionals is growing only by 1.4 times.” 

IT is faced with balancing the ecosystem of adding applications, globalization, 

increasingly more powerful hardware, and other factors as young Cloud. These 

trends create major challenges for IT. 

Introduction SQL Server Code Name “Denali” 

“The End of the Database as We Know It – noDISK, noSQL, Cloudy”, Donald Feinberg, Gartner IT 
Symposium, October 2010  

I think that Microsoft really has reached Denali to the forefront. Because it is 

possible backup, recovery, transaction processing speed is there anything 

When you decide or choose for Microsoft, you get more than a trusted platform, you 

get a trusted business partner. 

SQL Server AlwaysOn 
Integration of new high availability and recovery provides redundancy in a data 

center and all the data centers to help implement the rapid increase in the application of 

planned and unplanned. AlwaysOn provides a suite of new capabilities 

 SQL Server AlwaysOn Availability Groups is a new feature thatgreatly enhances 

the capabilities of Database Mirroring and helps ensure the availability of databases. 

Availability Groups provide an integrated range of 

options includingautomatic and manual failover to a group of databases, application

building fast and automatic repair of pages. 

 SQL Server Failover Cluster Instance AlwaysOn has improved inSQL Server Failover Cl

ustering and supports multi-

site clustering thatallows building helps or between data centers (datacenter) SQLSer

ver instances. Building fast and predictable another instance is the 

main benefit that helps provide fast retrieval application. 
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 SQL Server AlwaysOn Active enables secondaries secondaryinstances are used to 

develop reports and copy operations reserve which helps 

eliminate hardware problems and improves resource utilization. 

The project "Apollo" 

Apollo joins VertiPaq technology that was developed in Analysis Services 

(PowerPivot is crucial to base) and a new questionnaire called batch processing to offer truly 

amazing speed for data warehouse questionnaire. In testing scenarios customers 

have enjoyed major improvements. 

Full-Text Search Performance 

FTS in SQL Server Denali delivers the performance and size of the scale of progress with 

the improvement of performance of the questionnaire and also a mechanism to 

update the index. Full-text search now includes the data without the need for developers to 

take care of them separately in the database name as author, title etc.. Developers can 

now benefit from improved near operator that allows them to specify the distance between 

the orders of words. In addition to these changes interesting, Full-

text Search has reorganized all languages word-breakers in the latest editions of Microsoft 

and include support for two other languages Czech and Greek. 

Table Partitioning up to 15.000 

Support the growth of the data division tables or table partitioning that has now been 

extended up to 15,000 divisions. 

Audit 

Improvements in SQL Server in this case bring auditing capabilities and flexibility inuse for 

auditing all SQL Server environments, to facilitate their organizations to meet their policies. 

Audit for all editions SQL allows the organization to exploit the benefits 

of SQLServer Enterprise edition on Audit of all other editions, enables standardization of 

audit and better performance. 

User-defined application allows Audi to write independent events in the audit log-unto 

allow more flexibility to maintain audit information. 

Audit Filtering provides great flexibility to filter unwanted events in an audit log. 

Resilience Audit provides the ability to restore data from the temporary audit files. 

Default Schema for Windows Groups: 

Database schema is already connected to the Windows Group. It facilitates the 

management of the scheme of data base, reduces the complexity of its management by the 

users of Windows, prevents errors assignment scheme to users when users change 

the wrong group, avoids unnecessary creation schemes, and greatly 

reduces questionnaires possibility of errors when using the wrong scheme. 
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User-Defined Server Roles:  
Allows create server roles to suit different organizations that share as administrator of 

different roles. 

Contained Database Authentication:  
Allows users direct authentication in the database without having to access. Data as user 

and password are not stored in the database but directly in the user master database. 

SharePoint Active Directory:  
Security models provide control line and column level. 

Reporting Services project "Crescent" 

Microsoft makes self-reporting services a reality by providing an interaction, web-

based, data exploration, visual presentation, and presentation of the experience for users of 

all levels. 

PowerPivot 
Microsoft provides important insights for organizations by empowering users of all levels, to 

access and integrate data from virtually any source, to create compelling reports, and 

easily collaborate and 

share knowledge using tools in Microsoft Excel2010 and SharePoint 2010. 

The new version of Pivot Power lies in the powerful functionalities DAX (Data 

Analysis Expressions) giving finite users (end users) the power of building 

sophisticated analytic solutions with Excel functions. 

Self-Service BI  
SQL Server Code-Name ‖ Denali Analysis Services introduces the BI model, a model only for 

users with different ways of building BI solutions. It means: 

 Continued support of OLAP technology that makes SQL Server Analysis Services 

necessary for BI specialists. 

 Tools for IT Professionals and developers who are familiar with them dealing with 

data in rows and columns. 

Rendering to Microsoft Office Word & Excel Open XML formats 

In SQL Server Code Name-Denali, Reporting Services reports can now be exported 

to an Office 2007 document to Word and Excel. 
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Credible, Consistent Data  
 
Data Quality Services DQS 
A completely new service Data Quality Services (DQS). Customers can allow data 

stewards to create and maintain a basic quality of data which helps in improving the quality 

of the data and manage them easily. Data Quality services as may be issued alone 

or integrated with SSIS. 

Master Data Services MDS 
Continues to make easier the management of master data structure. 

SQL Server Integration Services SSIS 
Helps to remove obstacles to starting the integration of data, allowing organizations of 

all sizes to operationalize their commitment to information skills to increase efficiency and 

improve productivity in relation to information management efforts. 

Cloud on Your Terms  
SQL Server Developer Tools Code Name “Juneau”  
Unifies development experience to develop 
the database with a powerful environmentand only BI and web and supports SQL Server and
 SQL Azure. 
New Visual Studio based IDE comes independent or 
integrated, is issued by theDenali version, the web, and with Visual Studio and is 
designed databases and BI developers (business intelligence) 
Improved experience for database developers development includes a declarative,model-
based tools, integrated with modern languages, ability to work online and 
offline with local testing. 
Improved experience for SSIS developers design the flow of data, Undo \ Redo and the 
package readable by humans. 
Data-tier Application Component (DAC) Framework  
Appear in SQL Server 2008 R2, SQL Server and supported in Visual Studio helps IT 
and developers much easier to define and contain schemes and facilities needed to support 
the application, to distribute, import, and export the Data-tier easier. 
Data-tier Application Component (DAC) Parity with SQL Azure 
Denali SQL and SQL Azure to offer support for carrying everywhere database-
TierData between SQL Server component, private Azure cloud or SQL. This enables 
customers to build once, distribute and manage anywhere which leads 
tounprecedented flexibility in all IT and developers. Import and Export Service Data-
tiercomponent to enable the archiving and migration scenarios. 
PowerShell 2.0  
This improvement expands the PowerShell support in SQL Server 2008 from the impact 
of Windows PowerShell 2.0, allowing DBA to benefit from the advantage of 
the latest features PowerShell and provides flexibility to use all SQLPS.exe for SQL 
scripts and automation similar. 
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Extend any data, anywhere  
 
Beyond Relational 

 FILESTREAM FileTable built upon to provide support and 
compatibility namespaceWin32 application data stored in SQL Server. Countless appl
ications maintain their data in two worlds - documents, media files 
and other unstructured data in fileservers and structured metadata in relational syst
ems. Helps FileTable entry barrier for customers who file on the server which is 
currently in Win32 applications while removing the keeping issues of two different 
systems and keeping them in synch. 

 Full Support Globe Spatial data types support geographically and geometrically 
Greater interoperability  
Denali SQL Server helps customers extend to heterogeneous environments by connecting to 
SQL Server and SQL Azure applications with support for other industry 
standard across different platforms. 
Microsoft Driver for PHP for SQL Server is designed to 
enable reliable integration withSQL Sevrer for PHP applications on Windows platform distrib
uted. 
Connectivity for Java provides secure connection from java application to SQL Server 
customers. 
SQL Server Express Local Database Runtime (LocalDB):  
It's a new version that has all the programming features, used in the manner of users and is 
fast, zero installation and configuration and has very few prerequisites. 
 

Conclusion 

Denali is a significant product that helps customers to continue to build and support 
critical cases, now with more confidence and 
efficiency lartë.Veglat many new andimportant improvements to enable progress within all 
levels of organization and technology for 
the cloud symmetry server applications across private and public cloud 
computing helps customers stay agile for the future. 


